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Strategic financial planning is essential to ensure firm stability and growth. Modern law firms need
precise financial data to target opportunities to improve their bottom line and set them up for
success, all of which can be accomplished with industry-leading law practice management
software (LPMS).

Here are five steps to optimize your law firm’s financial planning.

1. Review your law firm’s financial statements

Take the pulse of your firm’s financial health by reviewing your financial statements from your
LPMS. Automated, detailed income statements and balance sheets save time and reduce the risk of
errors associated with manual data compilation. Reviewing financial and performance reports can
help you identify areas of concern so you can take proactive measures to address potential issues.

The most accurate records are found in an LPMS that integrates timekeeping, billing, and
accounting data all in one platform. Integration helps firms avoid double-entry recordkeeping
between multiple software applications and ensures data congruency across the entire system: if
you enter data once, it populates everywhere.

Leading LPMS platforms also integrate general ledger firm accounting and trust/retainer
accounting in one platform. For example, Centerbase’s accounting tools double-check all of your
client and firm accounts and complete a three-way reconciliation of your trust accounts, comparing
your bank balance to your trust ledger to the sum of your individual client ledger balances, keeping
you compliant with IOLTA best practices and state bar requirements.
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2. Evaluate your law firm’s financial goals

Conduct a comprehensive assessment of the financial objectives you set for the firm in the
previous year. Review your progress against goals, examining aspects such as unexpected
expenses, marketing outcomes, and shifts in advertising costs. A detailed analysis enables
informed adjustments to your business strategy for the coming year and helps you adapt to
changing market dynamics.

Your LPMS likely has features for setting and tracking financial goals that allow you to monitor
your fiscal performance in real-time. Leading LPMS platforms give you easy access to key metrics
with customized dashboards and reporting that allow you to quickly evaluate whether you are
meeting their financial objectives and make data-driven adjustments.

3. Update your law firm’s budget

After scrutinizing whether you met last year’s goals, it’s imperative to update your firm’s budget
for the upcoming year. Consider any changes in the business landscape, including new expenses or
variations in revenue. Smart resource allocation and accounting for unforeseen expenditures are
critical to maintaining financial stability.

Your LPMS can help you create, manage, and update budgets seamlessly. Top platforms integrate
with other financial tools that allow you to adjust budget allocations based on changing
circumstances, ensuring that your budget accurately reflects your firm’s financial priorities.

Understanding incoming and outgoing cash and taking preemptive steps to address potential cash
flow challenges are imperative. LPMS makes it easy to track client payments, invoicing, and
expense management in real-time so you can take a constant pulse on your cash flow. This data can
help you negotiate extended client payment terms and manage expenses more effectively.

Identifying opportunities to reduce costs is integral to enhancing net revenue and overall
profitability. Law firms can explore various strategies, including adopting more cost-effective
solutions and streamlining operational processes. Your LPMS can identify areas where you can
optimize costs. Check your software’s expense tracking features to analyze spending patterns and
identify opportunities for negotiation with suppliers. A detailed breakdown of expenses can help
you make informed decisions on cost-reduction strategies.
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4. Find ways to boost your firm’s revenue streams

Finding new ways to boost your firm’s revenue can be difficult, but data from your LPMS can
highlight the way. LPMS with robust profitability reporting tools can help you track profitability at
the individual, practice group, office, and entire firm levels to pinpoint how to improve your firm’s
financial performance. Based on your results, you may want to expand your firm’s service
offerings, target new client demographics, or revisit pricing structures.

LPMS with advanced automation features, such as automated time capture, can help ensure that
you are maximizing your attorneys’ billable hours. This software can also help you accelerate
invoicing and follow up with slow-to-pay clients, improving your revenue stream.

5. Seek professional guidance

Engaging the services of a professional accountant or financial advisor provides valuable insights
and ensures that financial decisions are grounded in expertise. Your LPMS is a collaborative
platform where financial professionals, such as accountants or financial advisors, can access
relevant financial data. Centerbase offers accountants a free login to help with end-of-year audits.

Run your law firm like a business

Strategic financial planning ensures modern law firms run like a business. Following these tips and
optimizing your use of your LPMS can position your firm for sustained growth and profitability.

Check out Centerbase’s robust accounting and financial management features to learn how we can
help you strengthen your law firm’s financial performance.
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Strategic financial planning is essential to ensure firm stability and growth. Modern law firms need
precise financial data to target opportunities to improve their bottom line and set them up for
success, all of which can be accomplished with industry-leading law practice management
software (LPMS).

Here are five steps to optimize your law firm’s financial planning.

1. Review your law firm’s financial statements

Take the pulse of your firm’s financial health by reviewing your financial statements from your
LPMS. Automated, detailed income statements and balance sheets save time and reduce the risk of
errors associated with manual data compilation. Reviewing financial and performance reports can
help you identify areas of concern so you can take proactive measures to address potential issues.

The most accurate records are found in an LPMS that integrates timekeeping, billing, and
accounting data all in one platform. Integration helps firms avoid double-entry recordkeeping
between multiple software applications and ensures data congruency across the entire system: if
you enter data once, it populates everywhere.

Leading LPMS platforms also integrate general ledger firm accounting and trust/retainer
accounting in one platform. For example, Centerbase’s accounting tools double-check all of your
client and firm accounts and complete a three-way reconciliation of your trust accounts, comparing
your bank balance to your trust ledger to the sum of your individual client ledger balances, keeping
you compliant with IOLTA best practices and state bar requirements.

2. Evaluate your law firm’s financial goals

Conduct a comprehensive assessment of the financial objectives you set for the firm in the
previous year. Review your progress against goals, examining aspects such as unexpected
expenses, marketing outcomes, and shifts in advertising costs. A detailed analysis enables
informed adjustments to your business strategy for the coming year and helps you adapt to
changing market dynamics.

Your LPMS likely has features for setting and tracking financial goals that allow you to monitor
your fiscal performance in real-time. Leading LPMS platforms give you easy access to key metrics
with customized dashboards and reporting that allow you to quickly evaluate whether you are
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meeting their financial objectives and make data-driven adjustments.

3. Update your law firm’s budget

After scrutinizing whether you met last year’s goals, it’s imperative to update your firm’s budget
for the upcoming year. Consider any changes in the business landscape, including new expenses or
variations in revenue. Smart resource allocation and accounting for unforeseen expenditures are
critical to maintaining financial stability.

Your LPMS can help you create, manage, and update budgets seamlessly. Top platforms integrate
with other financial tools that allow you to adjust budget allocations based on changing
circumstances, ensuring that your budget accurately reflects your firm’s financial priorities.

Understanding incoming and outgoing cash and taking preemptive steps to address potential cash
flow challenges are imperative. LPMS makes it easy to track client payments, invoicing, and
expense management in real-time so you can take a constant pulse on your cash flow. This data can
help you negotiate extended client payment terms and manage expenses more effectively.

Identifying opportunities to reduce costs is integral to enhancing net revenue and overall
profitability. Law firms can explore various strategies, including adopting more cost-effective
solutions and streamlining operational processes. Your LPMS can identify areas where you can
optimize costs. Check your software’s expense tracking features to analyze spending patterns and
identify opportunities for negotiation with suppliers. A detailed breakdown of expenses can help
you make informed decisions on cost-reduction strategies.

4. Find ways to boost your firm’s revenue streams

Finding new ways to boost your firm’s revenue can be difficult, but data from your LPMS can
highlight the way. LPMS with robust profitability reporting tools can help you track profitability at
the individual, practice group, office, and entire firm levels to pinpoint how to improve your firm’s
financial performance. Based on your results, you may want to expand your firm’s service
offerings, target new client demographics, or revisit pricing structures.

LPMS with advanced automation features, such as automated time capture, can help ensure that
you are maximizing your attorneys’ billable hours. This software can also help you accelerate
invoicing and follow up with slow-to-pay clients, improving your revenue stream.
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5. Seek professional guidance

Engaging the services of a professional accountant or financial advisor provides valuable insights
and ensures that financial decisions are grounded in expertise. Your LPMS is a collaborative
platform where financial professionals, such as accountants or financial advisors, can access
relevant financial data. Centerbase offers accountants a free login to help with end-of-year audits.

Run your law firm like a business

Strategic financial planning ensures modern law firms run like a business. Following these tips and
optimizing your use of your LPMS can position your firm for sustained growth and profitability.

Check out Centerbase’s robust accounting and financial management features to learn how we can
help you strengthen your law firm’s financial performance.
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